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Just because the sample received in doing my evaluation, the product exceeded just about all my expectations. 

We are extremely happy with the grade of your product or service, as very well as your customer support. My 
sales rep did a fantastic job within communicating around throughout this transaction. The flooring lay down 
smoothly and seems amazing. Very good looking goods with near to no spend. Very expert and helpful. 
Executed on time looking forwards to working sometime soon. Thank you. Excellent! We love the decision we 
made. We had to send back again our initial order considering that the color had been darker in comparison with 
originally ordered but our sales person worked difficult to find us just what exactly we wanted and experienced 
it sent in record time. I will share the great practical knowledge with BuildDirect together with others. We 
excellent verbal exchanges via mobile phone and/or mail and terrific customer support. Was disappointed in the 
time it took to offer the floor mailed. No one did actually understand exactly why it took way too long. Neatly 
wrapped and got little foam sheets in between each plank. Careful awareness was paid for to setting the wood 
planks within their cases. Happy with the merchandise and the actual BuildDirect employees were very helpful. 
I screened your examples against people and your's stood up the best to be able to my makes an attempt to the 
start and deterioration the biological samples. Excellent product. I really like the approach it looks within my 
kitchen. I at first wrote off buying through BuildDirect because I did not satisfy the minimum order 
requirements. I was hesitant to help order hardwood online although my bookings were eased when i received 
this wood sample. The sample and also the wood which i purchased have been identical. Floor seems to be great 
due to quality merchandise that contractor direct sent! The test you sent was regarding natural after which I 
obtain carbonized. It was quite a lot darker compared to the sample. We as it, but it could have been useful to 
you to notify me that there seemed to be a shade difference, since it had the identical name. I am extremely very 
pleased with my flooring. I possess large pets and I have not seen one scuff. The floor coverings is lovely and 
looks very abundant and sophisticated. It looks as being similar to cherry wooden. Installation was difficult with 
glue above concrete. Our installation software said it is the best product he's got ever caused and this looks 
gorgeous. 

The forums were regular in shade and excellent. I've just done one room to date, but I've truly unpacked 
everything and nothing have been out of the ordinary. Your product was which is fantastic! I did samples from 3 
various other vendors. The products your solution was the top and this finished flooring is stunning. 
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The product and service happen to be great, but it becomes nice when you could give back unused along with 
unopened boxes. Overall top notch. The substance was nearly flawless as well as the floor is usually beautiful. 
All things were delivered on time as promised. We fit the strand woven bamboo floors throughout the house. It 
looks terrific and extremely easy to maintain. Very pleased with the benefits. 

It can be beautiful, we like it. I love your site and is likely to use a person again. I am very happy with 
everything We have purchased nevertheless BuildDirect. 

I definitely appreciated our sales rep's help. I actually wish your woman could come and find out my household. 
Our property was flooded as a result of my lavatory supply brand cracked as well as ran all night. I are unable to 
express enough how much I loved her support. I tried out to damage the sample with a sharp knife to determine 
how it will hold nearly my dogs. I couldn't mark up the finish the slightest bit. The tile can be beautiful set up. 
No one can possibly still find it tile, but it is so much more durable as compared to wood. Ideal for a 
kitchen/great room combination. 

We have already installed over 1 / 2 of the tile and only came across 3 or 4 broken tiles. We all used all of them 
for reduces, so they will weren't lost. The tiles appear great, fitted easily, and all of us expect that they may hold 
up adequately for a long time.


